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2018. október 16.
EGRI SZILÁGYI ERZSÉBET GIMNÁZIUM ÉS KOLLÉGIUM
KOORDINÁTA EGYESÜLETE
Válaszd ki a helyes megoldást!
1, They have lived in London … 1950.
A: during
C: since

B: in
D: for

2, A: Which are you interested in?
C: What are you interested in?

B: How are you interested in?
D: What do you interested in?

3, Bring the chairs from the garden when it … to rain.
A: starts
B: is starting
C: will start
D: will not start
4, He … Latin and Greek when he was ten.
A: could read
C: will read

B: can read
D: must read

5, Do you like … stamps?
A: collect
C: collecting

B: to gather
D: gathering

6, I ….. English Art and Music for four years now.
A: am studying
C: study

B: studied
D: have studied

7, Give George this letter. If I … him, I … it to him.
A: see … will give
C: saw … will give

B: will see … give
D: saw … gave

8, A. How much people did you see yesterday?
C: How many people did you see yesterday?

B: How many people you saw yesterday?
D: How many people did you saw yesterday?

9, Jack was driving home from work when he … the accident.
A: was seeing
B: had seen
C: see
D: saw
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10, The museum is free. Visitors … pay to get in.
A: should
C: don’t have to

B: mustn’t
D: will

11, The Thames is not … river in the world.
A: the long
C: longest

B: the longest
D: longer

12, “I am looking for a job with good prospects.” He said that … with good prospects.
A: he is looking for a job
B: I am looking for a job
C: I was looking for a job
D: he was looking for a job
13, If I had some spare time, I … Italian.
A: have learnt
C: will learn

B: would learn
D: learn

14, I don’t think this letter … by my wife.
A: wrote
C: write

B: was written
D: has written

15, I have bought … bread for supper. Here you are.
A: any
B: not
C: no
D: some
16, He is … a lion.
A: more brave than
C: braver then

B: as brave as
D: braver as

17, When I had a dog I always … him out for a walk in the evening.
A: take
B: taken
C: was taking
D: took
18, John … the car in the afternoon.
A: is going to wash
C: is washed

B: washing
D: will washing

19, My car … last week.
A. has repaired
C: was repaired

B: was repairing
D: is repairing

20, Will you … my dog while I am abroad.
A: look at
C: keep

B: look after
D: look about

21, Why … when you saw me?
A: didn’t you stop
C: haven’t you stopped

B: weren’t you stopping
D: you didn’t stop

22, Where is Janet? She is out. She said she … back soon.
A: is
B: would be
C: was
D: came
23, How long … to be a nurse?
A: did you studied

B: are you studying
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C: did you study

D: do you study

24, They … golf at 2 p.m.
A: are playing
C: were playing

B: shall playing
D: will be played

25, She went home early … her cat.
A: to eat
C: meet

B: to feed
D: to sleep

26, They drank … milk for breakfast.
A: many
C: lot of

B: any
D: much

27, … are you today?
A: What
C: Why

B: How
D: Who

28, Mr Marfin .......... go on business trips very often.
A: need
B: needs
C: does not have
D: has to
29, ..................does it take you to go home on foot?
A: How much time
B: How much
C: How long
D: How many
30, My father badly burnt his hand while he …. the vegetable soup.
A: has cooked
B: was cooking
C: had cooked
D: cooks
31, A: Birds usually building nests in that tree.
C: Birds usually builded nests in that tree.

B: Birds usually build nests in that tree.
D: Birds has usually build nests in that tree.

32, A: You need another blanket?
C: Do you need another blanket?

B: Need you another blanket?
D: Are you need another blanket?

33, Give me a call when you ........ to the office.
A: go
C: are going

B: will go
D: went

34, Could you tell me ........ to the National Gallery, please?
A: how can I get
B: how do I get
C: how I can get
D: how can get I
35, What ........ between 5 and 6 o’clock last night?
A: had you done
C: have you done

B: were you doing
D: had you been doing

36, You should ........ you hair cut. It has grown really long.
A: had
B: having
C: have
D: to have
37, My father said that he ........ about buying me a scooter.
A: would think
B: will think
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C: is thinking

D: has thought

38, “Can I have some more cake?” “Help yourself. You ........ ask.”
A: can’t
B: needn’t
C: couldn’t
D: wouldn’t
39, I ........ so scared in my life.
A: never have been
C: am never being

B: never was
D: have never been

40, When I arrived at the airport, I realised that I ........ my ticket.
A: have forgotten
B: forget
C: had forgotten
D: was forgetting
41, Last July my sister .......... a car.
A: wanted buying
C: wanted to buy

B: liked buying
D: liked to buying

42, Your bicycle shouldn’t be in the flat! .................
A: Take away it!
B: Put it off!
C: Get it out!
D: Take it out!
43, The man .......... is singing is my father.
A: C: who

B: which
D: what

44, If you didn’t eat your breakfast, you .......... hungry.
A: would be
B: will be
C: can be
D: should be
45, My mother’s brother is my .......... .
A: nephew
C: uncle

B: cousin
D: son-in-law

46, ......... dark when they arrived at the tourist hotel.
A: There was
B: There is
C: It was
D: It is
47, “Have you ever been to France?” “Yes, I .......... there last May.
A: go
B: were
C: was
D: had been
48, This is an old picture of him when he .......... .
A: has short hair
C: had short hair

B: has a short hair
D: had short hairs

49, My friend is still in the museum, he .......... .
A: hasn’t left
C: didn’t left

B: doesn’t left
D: isn’t left
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50, How .......... water is in the swimming-pool?
A: long
C: many

B: much
D: a lot of

Találd meg a szavak helyét a szövegben!
Our dreams do not come from “another world”, and they are not a look into the future.
All our dreams have something to do with our fears, longings, wishes, needs, ... 51 .... . But something on
the “outside” may ... 52 ... what we dream. If a person is hungry, or ... 53 ..., or cold, he may have these
feelings in his dreams. If the covers have slipped ... 54 ... your bed, you may dream you are ... 55 ...
undressed in a cold, icy wind. The dream you have tonight is likely to come ... 56 ... the experiences you
will have today.
So your dream comes from something that affects you ... 57 ... you are asleep (you are cold, a noise) and it
may also ... 58 ... your past experiences and the interests you have now. This ... 59 ... why children are
likely to dream of a school ... 60 ..., hungry people of food, homesick soldiers of their families, prisoners of
freedom.
A: tired

B: running

C: while

D: is

E: use

F: off

G: memories

H: exam

I: from

J: influence

Olvasd el az alábbi szöveget. Minden sorban van egy szó, amely hibás helyesírási vagy nyelvtani
szempontból. Keresd meg, majd kijavítva írd a sor végére majd másold át a megoldólapra!
We say that Columbus discover America. After his discovery,

61: ........................

the New Wold he found begun to be visited and finally populated

62: .........................

from the Old World. But 500 year before Columbus was born,

63: .........................

the Vikings sailed west to discover Iceland, than Greenland,

64: .........................

and later the american continent. What is more the Chinese tell

65: ........................

of an even earliest voyage by Chinese sailors to discover what

66: ...........................

later became California. And the peoples of the South Sea Islands

67: .........................

still sing of the great men of their distant pasta who sailed to

68: .........................

South America long before the white man riched South America.

69: ..........................

It is believed that the Indians came for Asia, although we do not

70: ........................

know when or how they made the trip. Perhaps it was really they who discovered America.
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Olvasd el az alábbi szöveget és döntsd el, hogy igazak vagy hamisak az állítások!
On a Thursday evening in October, 1931, the ship ‘Voyager’ sank. The ship had been sailing since the end
of September, when she left London, and was on her way from England to Australia. The only survivor
was an Englishman called Wilfred Batty, who saved himself by swimming two miles. He spent three years
on an island in the middle of the Indian Ocean.
The island was quite small, and he could walk round the whole of it in an hour. He climbed up the one hill
and put a flag on it, as a signal. At night Batty slept in a cave, where he felt quite at home. During the day,
he often fished with a home-made net. He cooked the fish on a wood fire.
Batty stayed on the island for almost three years, until August 1934. A ship was sailing near the island, and
the captain saw Batty’s signal. The sailors found a man in a long blue coat with dark hair and a beard,
looking rather like a gorilla. Batty was soon home, and a few years later he finally arrived in Australia by
air.
71, The ship went down under the surface of the ocean.

T

F

72, Some people managed to survive.

T

F

73, The island was flat without any mountains on.

T

F

74, Batty waved with a flag to signal.

T

F

75, It was not hard for Batty to live on the island.

T

F

76, He managed to find a net to fish with.

T

F

77, He spent more than three years on the island.

T

F

78, The sailors met a hairy man on the island.

T

F

79, Batty liked gorillas.

T

F

80, After all Batty managed to go to Australia.

T

F

Olvasd el az alábbi szöveget és írd le a zárójelben levő szavak megfelelő alakját!
People often claim that humans and animals are not as different as they appear. For example, dolphins
are often credited with human – or even superhuman – intelligence and also a sort of sympathy with
human beings. This attitude to dolphins is not (81: surprise) in a view of incidents like the following one,
which (82: happen) the other day.
A lawyer’s wife was (83: bath) alone on a private beach in Florida. She had only just (84: go) into the
water when she was (85: carry) off by a strong current. She swallowed water and was beginning to lose
consciousness, wishing that someone would come and rescue her. And she remembers how at this
moment she was given a push and (86: find) herself walking heavily out of the water.
She (87: slow) recovered and turned to thank her rescuer. But there was no one about, only a pair of
dolphins (88: play) a few metres offshore.
At this point a man (89: come) running up to say that he had seen what he had taken for a (90: die) body
being pushed ashore by one of the dolphins.
It happened in our own times and was witnessed by a number of people.
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Párosítsd a szavakat a magyarázatokkal!
91, albino

A: a type of chocolate cake

92, alkali

B: making movements with hands or arms to express something

93, brownie

C: seeming very attractive

94, bygone

D: a chemical substance, has a pH value more than 7

95, cadet

E: a machine in a bar that plays music when money is put in

96, gesticulate

F: being ready if needed

97, glamour

G: a short sentence that expresses the aim of a person

98, jukebox

H: a person or an animal with white hair, white skin, pink eyes

99, motto

I: a young person who is training to be in the army or navy

100, standby

J: happened a long time ago
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2017. október 17.
EGRI SZILÁGYI ERZSÉBET GIMNÁZIUM ÉS KOLLÉGIUM
KOORDINÁTA EGYESÜLETE

Válaszd ki a helyes megoldást!
1, I ..... wearing black clothes.
A: hate
C: hating

B: am hating
D: hates

2, Ann ..... French.
A: isn’t speaking
C: don’t speak

B: doesn’t speak
D: not speak

3, .....to Emma’s party tonight?
A: You go
C: Are you going

B: Do you go
D: Did you go

4, Jennifer hasn’t got ..... free time these days.
A: a
C: many

B: much
D: lot of

5, Martha .....the piano for five years.
A: plays
C: has played

B: is playing
D: played

6, I think my brother is ..... laziest person in ..... world.
A: the, the
B: a, the
C: a, a
D: this, that
7, We ..... chess when Carl’s mother ..... yesterday evening.
A: were playing, were phoning
B: are playing, has phoned
C: played, phoned
D: were playing, phoned
8, Jane is seeing the dentist ..... Friday afternoon.
A: in
C: at

B: on
D: for

9, You ..... to each other during the exam.
A: mustn’t speak
C: won’t to speak

B: musn’t speak
D: can’t spoke

10, You .....the car. It’s clean.
A: don’t need wash
C: don’t have to wash

B: doesn’t have to wash
D: needn’t to wash

11, If you enjoy ..... , you should ..... to the beach more often.
A: swimming, going
B: swimming, go
C: swim, go
D: to swim, to go
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12, Chocolate ..... all over the world.
A: is eating
C: was ate

B: eats
D: is eaten

13, If you .....careful, you will make a mistake.
A: aren’t
C: won’t be

B: are
D: weren’t

14, Steven ..... to bed after he had brushed his teeth.
A: was going
B: went
C: has gone
D: will go
15, I am going to tell my mother ..... early in the morning.
A: wake me up
B: waking me up
C: to wake me up
D: to woke me up
16, Are you ..... your brother?
A: tall as
C: taller then

B: taller than
D: tallest of

17, Jane didn’t go to school yesterday ..... she was ill.
A: because
B: so
C: while
D: after
18, “Kathy, ..... I borrow your CD player this weekend?”
A: must
B: will
C: can
D: need
19, Emily said that she ..... to go to the cinema on Friday evening.
A: doesn’t want
B: didn’t want
C: want
D: wants
20, If I ..... a teacher, I would not give my students so much homework.
A: were
B: be
C: had
D: had been
21, I was ..... to see Joan at the party.
A: surprise
C: surprising

B: suprised
D: surprised

22, He isn’t ..... as I thought he was.
A: as intelligent
C: intelligenter

B: more intelligent
D: the most intelligent

23, If Joe ..... his exams, he will take us to celebrate.
A: is passing
B: will pass
C: passes
D: could pass
24, This cake ..... with flour, milk, eggs and sugar.
A: is made
C: was make

B: is making
D: has made

25, I ..... a lot of flowers in your garden.
A: can look

B: am seeing
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C: have saw

D: can see

26, When I ..... home on Saturday night, my parents ..... a film on TV.
A: was getting, were watching
B: got, watched
C: got, were watching
D: had got, watched
27, Martin ..... get back home before midnight or else he’ll be in trouble.
A: needs
B: needn’t
C: have to
D: has to
28, Can you tell me ..... to put these boxes?
A: where
C: how

B: when
D: who

29, ..... you finish your report on time?
A: Were
C: Are

B: Did
D: Was

30, I am pretty sure Betty is the ..... cook I know.
A: most bad
C: worse

B: baddest
D: worst

31, .... is your favourite European city?
A: When
C: Which

B: How
D: Who

32, It takes them less than an hour to go to ..... .
A: job
C: site

B: work
D: task

33, ..... you know what the time is?
A: Are
C: Did

B: Were
D: Do

34, I didn’t ..... to my brother last night, because when I got home, he was sleeping.
A: spoke
B: spoken
C: speaking
D: speak
35, Fiona was ..... in their garden than their house.
A: more interested
C: the most interested

B: more interesting
D: as interested

36, Matt found a little squirrel while he ..... the garden.
A: watered
B: was watering
C: is watering
D: had watered
37, I didn’t have any other choice but tell him the whole ..... .
A: truth
B: true
C: truthful
D: word
38, ..... has Betty been on the phone for?
A: Since
C: How long

B: When
D: How much time
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39, Wait a minute. I want to give you ..... .
A: lot of good advice
C: many advice

B: some good advices
D: some good advice

40, They haven’t cleaned their garage .... .
A: for ages
C: already

B: in the future
D: yesterday

41, If Rex had more free time, he ..... a sport.
A: will take up
C: would taken up

B: took up
D: would take up

42, Is there ..... apple juice in the fridge?
A: a lot
C: some

B: any
D: many

43, Peter said that he ..... a new pair of jeans.
A: had bought
C: will buy

B: has bought
D: is going to buy

44, His secretary told them ..... in the office.
A: not wait
C: don’t wait

B: to not wait
D: not to wait

45, Hundreds of birds ..... each year.
A: kill
C: have killed

B: are killed
D: are killing

46, Don’t forget ..... off the computer when you finish.
A: turning
B: turn
C: to turning
D: to turn
47, If I ..... time, I’ll have coffee with you this afternoon.
A: have
B: will have
C: had
D: would have
48, Freddie’s parents let him ..... up later at weekends.
A: to stay
B: staying
C: stayed
D: stay
49, There’s ..... light in this room. It’s too dark.
A: much
C: no

B: any
D: few

50, Andrew asked Tom ..... to work the previous day.
A: why didn’t he come
B: why he hadn’t come
C: why hadn’t he come
D: why won’t he come
Találd meg a szavak helyét a szövegben!
The Hungarian Pumi (also known as the Hungarian herding terrier) is a sheepdog. The Pumi has a
medium-small, lean, and muscular ...51 .... The breed is ancient: they ... 52 ... with the Hungarians and
their livestock around 800 AD, but its origin ... 53 ... be traced back to Tibetan herding and guard dogs.
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Pumi was ... 54 ... to herd cattle, sheep, goats and pigs and today it is still used as a ... 55... dog. While
driving livestock to and from pastures, the Pumi barked, ... 56 ... quickly and occasionally nipped the
misbehaving ones so as to keep them within the pasture boundaries. Its job was to guard the farm too, as
a handy, loud and enthusiastic alarm ...57 ....
Most Pumis are ... 58 ... black and start greying at the age of 6-8 weeks. Their coat is ... 59 .... thick and
medium length. The Pumi’s trademark is its lively and pointed ears. Pumis are very protective towards
their family. The lively and active dogs bark ... 60 ..., but they are also easy to train.
A: can

B: working

C: body

D: system

E: easily

F: used

G: born

H: came

I: moved

J: curly

Olvasd el az alábbi szöveget. Minden sorban van egy szó, amely hibás helyesírási vagy nyelvtani
szempontból. Keresd meg, majd kijavítva írd a sor végére majd másold át a megoldólapra!
My mother is really worry about my brother, Bob,

61: ........................

because he has been doing very bad at school recently,

62: .........................

especially in Maths, Science and Geographic.

63: .........................

Last week, she asked me if I was willing to helping

64: .........................

Bob pass his exam. I soon realise that his only problem

65: ........................

is that he is not really interesting in these subjects.

66: ...........................

It became clearly that he would rather play computer games

67: .........................

than study something that do not interest him.

68: .........................

Anyway, we have managed to do a lot of works and there is

69: ..........................

a chance that he might done well in these exams. The question is,

70: ........................

what will happen in the next exam.

Olvasd el az alábbi szöveget és döntsd el, hogy igazak vagy hamisak az állítások!

Boxing matches were very popular in England two hundred and fifty years ago. In those days boxers
fought with bare fists for prize money. Because of this they were called “prize-fighters”. However, boxing
was very cruel as there were no rules and fighters could be seriously injured or even killed during a match.
One of the most colourful figures in boxing history was Daniel Mendoza, born in 1764. Though he was
technically a prize fighter, Mendoza did much to change crude prize-fighting into sport, for he brought
science to the game. In his day, Mendoza enjoyed tremendous popularity. He was adored by rich and
poor alike.
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Mendoza rose to fame swiftly after a boxing match when he was only 14 years old. This attracted the
attention of Richard Humphries who was the most eminent boxer in England. He offered to train
Mendoza and his young pupil was quick to learn. In fact, Mendoza became so successful that Humphries
turned against him. The two men quarrelled bitterly and it was clear that the argument could only be
settled by a fight. A match was held at Stilton where both men fought for an hour. The public bet a great
deal of money on Mendoza, but he was defeated. Mendoza met Humphries in the ring on a later occasion
and he lost for a second time. It was not until his third match in 1790 that he finally beat Humphries and
became Champion of England. Meanwhile, he founded a highly successful Academy and even Lord Byron
became one of his pupils. He earned enormous sums of money and was paid as much as £100 for a single
appearance. Despite this, he was so extravagant that he was always in debt. After he was defeated by a
boxer Gentleman Jackson, he was quickly forgotten. He was sent to prison for failing to pay his debts and
died in poverty in 1836.
71: Boxers were called prize-fighters because they got medals.

T

F

72: Boxers had nothing to protect their bodies in the 18th century.

T

F

73: Mendoza studied science at a sport Academy.

T

F

74: Mendoza became famous very soon.

T

F

75: Mendoza was ready to teach Richard Humphries.

T

F

76: Mendoza and Humphries had conflicts.

T

F

77: Humphries became Champion of England in 1790.

T

F

78: Mendoza found his pupil, Lord Byron.

T

F

79: Gentleman Jackson proved to be a better boxer than Mendoza.

T

F

80: Mendoza spent more money than he could afford.

T

F

Párosítsd a szavakat a magyarázatokkal!
81: light-hearted
82: locker
83: lifelike
84: printer
85: topping
86: square-eyed
87: record
88: puff
89: puffy
90: Jeep
91: handlebar

A: cream or sauce covering your food
B: somebody who likes watching TV
C: write down so that it will not be forgotten
D: happy, without any problems
E: small amount of air, smoke that is sent out
F: looking like a real person or thing
G:a strong vehicle for rough ground
H: you hold it while riding a bike
I: look swollen, soft or too big
K: machine that put words, pictures on the paper
L: small cupboard in a school or sports centre
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Találd meg a rejtvény függőleges soraiban elrejtett szavakat, majd az első és a harmadik sorban érdekes
információhoz jutsz.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

Down

Across

1: to be bright, the sun does it
2: dark, brown powder, used in making chocolate
3: The Phantom of the ..... (famous musical)
4: stories which are not real
5: you do at school
6: make somebody angry
7: in the ......... – not wearing any clothes
9: Szilágyi school trip to this country in July 2018
10: Students from Szilágyi visited this country in July 2017
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